PUBLICATIONS

Books


Edited Books


Articles in Refereed Journals


Articles in Refereed Anthologies


2001 Goldstein, Donna. “Microenterprise Training Programs, Neo-Liberal Common Sense, and the Discourses of Self-Esteem.” In: Judith Goode and Jeff Maskovsky,


Book Reviews


**Other Selected Publications: Policy and Technical Papers**


1996 Goldstein, Donna. “CARE Dominicana’s PRIADO Program (Proyecto Integral de Adolescentes)” December


RESEARCH GRANTS AND FELLOWSHIPS


2006 National Science Foundation, “AIDS Pharmaceutical Politics in Argentina, Mexico and Brazil ” In Preparation.

2006 CARTSS, CU-Boulder, “AIDS Pharmaceutical Politics in Brazil”


2005 Council on Research and Creative Work, CU-Boulder, “AIDS Pharmaceutical Politics in Brazil and Argentina” (Grant-In-AID

2005-07 Principal Investigator of National Science Foundation Dissertation Improvement Grant titled, “Participation Within and Collaboration Between Brazil’s Environmental and Agrarian Reform Movements in Bahia’s Atlantic Forest” (Project of Graduate Student, Colleen Scanlan Lyons


2002 Colorado Department of Public Health and Environmental Disease Control and Environmental Epidemiology, Research on HIV/AIDS Empowerment Groups Among African American Women in Denver, Colorado, Co-Principal Investigator with Tracy Ehlers

2001 ATLAS Technology Grant for Course Development and Improvement, CU-Boulder


2000 Principal Investigator of National Science Foundation Dissertation Improvement Grant titled, “Prenatal Diagnostic
Technologies in Germany” (Project of Graduate Student, Susan Erikson

1999

ATLAS Faculty Seminar Fellow, CU-Boulder, “Globalization, Information Technology, and Democracy”

1998

National Endowment for the Humanities, Fellowship for University Professors Research, Writing and Completion of Book titled, *Laughter Out of Place: Race, Class, Violence and Sexuality in a Rio Shantytown*

1998

Rockefeller Fellowship in the Humanities at UNICAMP, Campinas Update of Research for Book Project in Brazil, Title of Project, Violence in Rio de Janeiro, Campinas, São Paulo, June-August

1996

Graduate Committee on Arts and Humanities Award for Tape Transcriptions

1995

Small Grant Award, Council on Research and Creative Work titled, “Research Update in Brazilian Shantytowns,” Spring, University of Colorado-Boulder

1995

IMPART Grant titled, “Nationalism and Cultural Citizenship,” University of Colorado-Boulder, 1995-1996

1995

Junior Faculty Award for Research, University of Colorado-Boulder Update of Research for Book Project, Working Title: “Laughter Out of Place: Race, Class, Violence, and Sexuality in a Brazilian Shantytown,” Rio de Janeiro, May 1995

1992-1993


1991-1992


1988

Center for Latin American Studies Travel Grant Pre-Dissertation Research, Northeast Brazil, June - August 1988

1981

Judith Ellen Kram Award For Independent Undergraduate Thesis Research in Plan Chontalpa, Tabasco, Mexico Cardenas, Mexico, January - June 1981